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Lesson 20
Roots and Stems

Duration: 20:03
1.	Root and Stems
2.	ajkouvw ¡ ajklouvsw, bavllw ¡ balw:
3.	Definitions
a.	“Root”:
b.	“Stem”:
4.	Memorize the root
*bal ¡ bavllw ¡ balw:
5.	Three patterns of how the root moves into the present tense stem
a.	
b.	
c.	
6.	Pattern #1: verbal root is the same as the present tense stem
a.	
b.	
c.	
d.	
7-9.	Pattern #2: verbal root is modified regularly in the formation of the present tense stem
a.	
b.	
c.	
10.	Pattern #3: different roots
a.	*oJra ¡ 
b.	*ojy ¡ 
11.	Liquid future
a.	Stem ends in:
b.	Future tense formative:
12.	Paradigm of luvw in the future active


inflected form
translation
connecting vowel
personal ending
1 sg
lu



2 sg
lu



3 sg
lu








1 pl
lu



2 pl
lu



3 pl
lu



Liquid future actives look just like a except for several things:
a.	My first answer is memory work. This is a little confusing, so let me explain it to you. I say that you did not memorize a form menevw, and so you know menw: can’t be a present. Actually, if there were a word menevw, when you saw it in the text it would have contracted and you would have menw:. Not the best illustration.
b.	Notice that the stem ends in a liquid
c.	The future tense stem of some liquids is different from its present tense stem; often a vowel has changed.
I forgot to add a few other things in the summary lecture.
d.	In the 1st and 2nd person plural, you can see the contraction.
e.	Liquids in the future active always have a circumflex over the contracted vowel.
13.	Concentrate on the consonants



14.	Master Verb Chart

tense
aug. /redup.
tense stem
tense form.
conn. vowel
personal endings
1st sing paradigm
liquid fut act






15.	Why are we doing this?
Note: This is perhaps the most “controversial chapter in the textbook. I have heard that some teachers tell their student just to ignore it (except for the liquid futures). As always, listen to your teacher.
However, what is most important to me is that you see the patterns, and seeing the patterns reduces memory work, which means you are more likely to continue using Greek in your life and ministry.
Let me put it another way: if you learn the lexical form (present active indicative) and the verbs root (from which all the other tense stems are formed), memory work will be seriously reduced.
The next step is to recognize that there are four classes of verbs that are absolutely regular: stems in i or u; contracts verbs; roots ending in a stop; roots ending in a liquid. In almost every case, the present tense stem will be the same as the tense stems in the other tenses.
The next step is to memorize the nine verbs that use different roots in the formation of their different tense stems.
The final step, if you want togo this far, is to learn the regular patterns of modification. This seems to be the hardest for students to learn, but it is the least significant of the three categories.

